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March 8, 2021 

 

RE: Jan. 6th Insurrection and Domestic Terrorism – Look to the Enemy Within!  

Dear Mr. Sund,  

My correspondence to you is regarding the Jan. 6th Insurrection on Capitol Hill, and the ensuing 

Congressional Hearing on Feb. 23rd. I do not wish to rehash legitimate issues and questions that were 

raised by Congressional members about the responsiveness and effectiveness of the Capitol Hill police to 

rioting mobs—which are the same ‘management’ and ‘communication’ problems found in ALL 

organizations, including the US Congress. The hypocrisy of Congressional members line of questioning 

and accusations would be comical, if the situation were NOT so DIRE. This kind of finger pointing, 

shaming and witch-hunts looking for a ‘fall guy’ is TYPICAL of the Machiavellian games that 

characterize Washington at present. I can just imagine the events in the aftermath of the Insurrection that 

propelled you to immediately resign, which is my understanding you now regret. I am sorry for any 

‘reprisal’ you received from Congressional members, as I appreciate the difficult position and stressful 

situation that Capitol Hill Police were put in and endured. Hopefully, the organization will turn the tables 

and start putting some HARD questions to those in Congress whose Negligence, Machiavellian games, 

and incessant partying and ‘couch-casting’ are at the root of the rising dissent and violence. Tweets and 

calls to ‘fight’ are just sparks for already filled powder kegs.    

So, instead I would like to redirect the ‘conversation’ and ‘discussion’ (as the ‘intellects’ in DC like to 

call all their gossiping and empty rhetoric) back to the REAL issue at hand. WHY was The Capitol 

attacked with a Violent Insurrection by its own citizens, with the same issues that Colonists had in 

legitimizing the American Revolution, as well as problems between the States which gave rise to the 

Civil War?!?! EVERYONE knows in their infinite wisdom the US is the GREATEST 

DEMOCRACY ON THE PLANET!!! Unfortunately, the ‘Bar’ on ‘Democracy’ is SO LOW that 

even a lowly ant couldn’t crawl under it!  

I have already documented the complicity and collusion of ‘terrorist cells’ within the security forces of 

the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank, as well as George Washington University 

(GWU), and DC Police to the situation under Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO) 

Act, Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), subversion of the US Constitution, and crimes against 

humanity and genocide under article 6 and 7 of the Rome Statutes. And, I guess time will tell if Capitol 

Hill Police wish to play the ‘ignore her ‘til she goes away’ game with me in response to this letter, and the 

information I am communicating; in order to ‘protect’ their ‘cushy’ jobs. Or, instead will Capitol Hill 

mailto:Quenbywilcox2@gmail.com
http://www.warondomesticterrorism.com/
https://quenbywilcox2.wixsite.com/takingbackamerica
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Police USE their Power, Authority and Voice to Denounce the Dire State of Affairs, and Congressional 

staffers.  

As I keep pointing out to these other ‘security’ forces, if you REALLY think that those you are 

‘protecting’ CARE that when the Violence erupts, the police officers protecting them will be risking their 

lives and physical safety—and leaving behind families with NO bread winner in the case of their death. 

YOU are sadly mistaken. The Narcissists and Psychopaths who have risen to power in the past 40 years 

in the ‘Swamp’ (including Congress) DO NOT CARE about ANYONE but themselves, and their pocket 

books, and why 15 years of activism work and lobbying them, has only produced a trail of letters and 

communications that implicates the ENTIRE city in charges under the aforementioned, instead of 

INCITING them to DO THEIR JOBS as provided for under the Law, Constitution, and International 

Conventions!! And, ALL those ‘protecting’ them are just another cog in all the ‘protection rackets’ which 

control the city—again upping my ‘ante’ against Swamp-dwellers under RICO!   
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Introduction 

I have as much criticism for the actions of the Insurrectionist on Jan. 6th on Capitol Hill as I do for the 

‘storming’ of Lafayette Park by the Trump Administration on June 1, 2020. I had left the demonstrations 

45 minutes before Trump evacuated the Park, in order to dispersed peaceful protesters. I had gone to the 

demonstration hoping to find ‘leaders’ and ‘organizers’ within the movement with whom I might speak—

only to be dismayed to find it was just a social gathering for a bunch of people who wanted to put up a 

bunch of photos on facebook to show how ‘cool’ they are. This is no different from any of the other 

demonstrations that I have attended in Washington. So, I hope you will Read my correspondence as a 

Centristic Voice and Objective Observer in the Spirit in which it is intended.     

And, I hope that you will be more Diligent than your ‘brethren’ police officers in IMF security, GWU 

police, and local DC police (and throughout the ‘Swamp’) in Reading and Understanding my lengthy 

correspondence to you in a world where NO ONE, including our President, can understand anything more 

than a ‘Dick and Jane’ Tweet. And, since NO ONE in Washington has the Reading Comprehension and 

Cognitive skills of even 5th graders, and even less of ‘Soccer Moms’ (aka Pit Bulls with lipstick) and 

REAL ‘socialite/trophy-wives’ (and NOT imposters like the ‘Real Housewives of Potomac, Orange 

County, Atlanta’, etc.) I have put together a visual chart and Youtube videos for all the PhDs, MBAs and 

Esqs who never graduated from kindergarten who are COLLUDING to:   

• instill Civil Unrest in the US and globally 

• subversion of the US Constitution 

• assistance in the Rise of the Fourth Reich in the US, as well as export these ideologies globally  

 

 

See - Message for Sharmini Coorey & ICD Staff at the IMF RE Your RICO & FCPA Violations 

https://quenby.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/ltr-to-gwu-police-dept-final.pdf
https://quenby.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/ltr-to-gwu-police-dept-final.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J6IBHwxtCw8&list=PL6bOsLciQ6GiBMr1qpM3VNPjID-vxinYO&index=1&t=1801s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J6IBHwxtCw8&list=PL6bOsLciQ6GiBMr1qpM3VNPjID-vxinYO&index=1&t=1801s
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Narcissism of Swamp-dwellers under RICO, FCPA & Subversion of US Constitution 

Everyone else in the ‘Wonderland of Alice’ may have ‘Drunk the Kool-Aid’, but NOT ME, and NOT a 

lot of REALLY PISSED OFF MOMS across the US, and globe! I have read from Capitol Hill police 

Newsletters that the department is plagued with the exact same internal mis-management, labor rights 

violations, and misconduct of employees as everywhere else in DC where I have worked or lived (or 

encountered in my research and activism work). Yet, I have NO recourse under the Law, due to all of the 

corruption in judicial systems, and failure of the legislative and executive branches to DO THEIR JOBS. 

The damage that the Narcissism Epidemic, in tandem with the rise of the Feminists, Minoritists, and 

Managerialists has done to social orders, with DC at the Lead, is omni-present and has effectively 

‘trickled down’ to every layer of society in the city, country, and even globally. The US is NOT a ‘Great 

Democracy’, because Washington is OVER-FLOWING with CON-ARTISTS and SOCIAL-CLIMBERS, 

instead of Honest, Hard-working Workers!!!    

In my writings and communications, I have CLEARLY demonstrated, with FACTS and EVIDENCE, 

based on the Law (instead of ‘opining’, gobbledygook, and hearsay) that workers in DC are ALL 

complicit to the escalating Violence through their Negligence, Apathy, and conflict of interests as they all 

grab for their ‘piece of the pie—in the process implicating them in violations under RICO, FCPA, 

and subversion of the US Constitution’. In my cases against the IMF, I have demonstrated that 

employees up and down the food chain there are COMPLICIT if not directly implicated in the criminal, 

illegal and immoral activity going on within the organization. I returned to DC in 2009 in Good Faith 

requesting assistance from EVERYONE; only to find NO GOOD FAITH in the ‘Swamp’. Therefore, my 

ONLY option has been to set EVERYONE up for a FALL under RICO, FCPA, the US Constitution, 

international laws—and ANY other laws or legal venues I find at my disposition!! There is a PEACEFUL 

solution to the problems facing the US—as I have laboriously PROVEN. However, NO ONE in the 

‘Swamp’ wants a PEACEFUL solution, only Violence, blood-shed and War!  

And, ‘security’ details that are protecting these groups, are complicit under the Law by their INACTION 

in pursuing them in the courts. Instead, like everyone else they play the ‘negotiating and negotiating’ 

arbitration and mediation games that are SO ‘fashionable’. ALL the mediators, arbitrators, ombudsmen, 

ethics advisor, etc. in the ‘Swamp’ are in for a Rude Awakening when their ‘Day of Reckoning’ comes, 

and their activities are examined under human rights standards, and constitutional dictates! EVERYONE 

in DC complains about the Sorry State of Affairs. But, NO ONE HAS THE BALLS TO DO ANYTHING 

ABOUT IT even with a whole slew of Laws at their disposition.   

I have PROVEN that there IS A LAWFUL SOLUTION. But, NO ONE is willing to band together and 

TAKE LEGAL ACTION; lest they ‘offend’ the ‘big-wigs’ in power and be ‘ousted’ and marginalized, 

like has been done with me. The efforts of all the ‘terrorist cells’ which control DC to Silence me does 

fall political persecution. But, the legal community is colluding with these groups to silence me, so I have 

no legal recourse! EVERYONE keeps repeating the rhetoric and façade of ‘America’ being a Great 

Democracy, like robots and lobotomized IDIOTS that they are! But, it is ALL BS, lies and propaganda. 

Anthropologist, Laura Nader explains in her book, The Life of Law, the mediation process has done 

GREAT DAMAGE to the Rule of Law. And, it begs the question why she, and her ‘big-wig’ brother 

lawyer, Ralph Nader have not DONE anything about it—with Nader’s ‘window-dressing’ consumer 

protection agencies needing as much investigation for Stupidity and Negligence, as all the other ‘window-

dressing’ NGOs in the cesspool.  

When I returned to DC in 2009, after barely making it out of Spain alive, and looked at the conditions in 

which I would be forced to live; I told myself, “Well, I guess I am ‘going to the mattresses’!” That was 
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9-months before I wrote my blog, ABUSE AND TORTURE GO FAR BEYOND BROKEN BONES, IT 

BREAKS THE HEART AND SPIRIT AND IS SO DESIGNED,  paralleling my plight of the previous 

3-years (in Spain, and again in DC) with the plight of former Colombian presidential candidate, Ingrid 

Betancourt, as a captive of the Colombian guerrilla captive in the Amazon jungle. And, while Ingrid may 

have been liberated, because she and her sister Astrid slept with and married the appropriate French ‘big-

wigs’ during their lifetime—‘til this day, I continue my ‘captivity’ in the ‘Swamp’ and supposed 

Homeland of Democracy and Equality for All. Ingrid and Astrid Betancourt, like all the other ladder-

grapplers in power, fail to understand that governments exist to SERVE the PEOPLE, instead of 

SERVING those in power! And, politics is about the ‘Affairs of the State’, NOT the ‘Extra-Marital 

Affairs of those in the State’s Government’!!! As I point out to Spanish and French nationals working and 

living in the DC area that I know, THEY have AS MUCH Obligation to Denounce and Combat the 

rampant Corruption, Lawlessness, and Immorality in their midst in their host country (the US in this 

case), as they do in their home countries. But, EVERYONE is ONLY interested in CASHING IN!  

‘Swamp-dwellers’ Apathy & Inertia is Fomenting Violence & Extremism – Not Tweets Setting off 

Powder Kegs 

One of my greatest problems, when I tell people that I will ‘See them in Court’, is that they KNOW the 

legal community is so CORRUPT and GREEDY that I will have no recourse under the Law. So, they 

insult me, denigrate me, or openly laugh in my face—in efforts to anger me, and incite me to ‘violence’. 

However, instead of inciting me to ‘violence’, and entering into a shouting match with them, I just inform 

them they can jump on my little ‘chou-chou’ train of cases for the international courts, and accept the 

consequences later on. But, they are SO confident that they are ‘Protected’ by all the corruption, that NO 

ONE will ever hold them to account—and they are CORRECT! The manner in which people in DC are 

flagrantly violating the law is TRULY DISGUSTING, and even Treasonous as Washington was created 

exclusively to SERVE the American people, and NOT a place for brown-nosers to bow-and-scrap to 

everyone, and eat a lot of free food!!  

All the Narcissists and Psychopaths in power KNOW that the ONLY thing the legal community cares 

about is MONEY, MONEY, MONEY and CARES NOTHING about upholding the Law, Constitutions 

or Democratic procedure. So, they can literally get away with Murder—as Trump even admits in his 2016 

Presidential campaign. This is why the downtrodden and oppressed are being pushed to Rebellion and 

Violence. They are tired of being exploited, denigrated, and oppressed with NO recourse under the Law. 

This is the same dynamic and paradigm, which the Founding Fathers Denounced, and Rebelled against, 

with the American Revolution and separation from Britain. In my letter to Prince Charles, I quote from 

Robert G. Natelson in his analysis of Dickinson in his article, “The Constitutional Contributions of John 

Dickinson,” Penn State Law Review, Vol. 108:2,   

…the law was to be kept certain, for uncertainty “RENDERS PROPERTY PRECARIOUS, and 

GREATLY EXPOSES US TO THE ARBITRARY DECISION OF BAD JUDGES.” He followed 

Beccaria’s dictum that good laws should prevent radical inequalities and “diffuse their influence 

universally and equally.” …  

…. Dickinson implied, people had two sorts of rights or powers—those whose exercise could 

harm others and those whose exercise affected only oneself. Upon entering political society, 

people contributed some of their rights or powers to the central authority. Ideally, those 

contributed should be those in the first category: Man “must submit his will, in what concerns 

all, to the will of the whole society, and “[th]e authority of the whole, must be coextensive with its 

interests.” We may think of the rights contributed as one’s “alienable rights.” When all people 

https://www.worldpulse.com/community/users/quenby-wilcox/posts/8004
https://www.worldpulse.com/community/users/quenby-wilcox/posts/8004
https://warondomesticterrorism.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/Letter-to-Prince-Charles-1-22-18.pdf
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yielded to society the power to injure others, then all could enjoy their retained rights more fully 

because everyone received protection from injury and freedom from fear. Everyone benefited as a 

result. This was the common good or the general welfare.  

Pit-Bulls with Lipstick, Soccer Moms & Dowagers, Make CIA, FBI & Home-Land Security Officers 

Look Like Amateurs in the Business!  

Intelligence work is YET another job that Pit-bulls with Lipstick, ‘Soccer Moms’, and Dowagers can do 

better than the ‘experts’, particularly when their children and communities are threatened by the 

STUPIDITY of those who contend to be Governing it. For 15 years, I have been sending communications 

and solicitations for ACTION to staffers in the US Congress, White House, State Department, UN 

Women, World Bank, IMF, and other NGOs and think tanks throughout the ‘Swamp’ regarding violation 

of rights in court systems, labor markets, housing markets, as well as case work and research in Violence 

Against Women as Human Rights Violations (VAWaHRV)—on top of a CRITIQUE of how, and why 

their practices and policies are destroying the country, as well as the world.  

However, everyone is too busy attending high-level meetings, schmoozing and ladder grappling, 

jet-setting around the world, and stroking each other’s over-inflated egos to READ THEIR MAIL, and 

start DOING THEIR JOBS! The intelligence community, just like everyone else, is ONLY interested in 

Crisis Management and dealing with the emergencies that a lack of Good Governance is creating by 

institutions only interested in producing jobs for college grads that greedy, amoral universities and other 

‘schools’ are churning out. As Mario Puzo, points out in his book, The Godfather, what the Sicilian mafia 

(in Italy or the US) does is NO different than the American, or any other government in existence. In fact, 

the drug-lords and gang-lords that have taken over the US, since its ‘Golden Age’ in the 1980s make their 

predecessors, the Sicilian (and other immigrant ‘mafia’ groups) look like ‘pussy cats’ and upstanding 

citizens. Everyone in power is so engrossed in their Machiavellian games, that they have no time for 

anything else, and in the process, they are digging themselves into a very deep hole!     

My organization, Global Expats, is dedicated to helping expatriated families around the world integrate 

and assimilate into the local communities. And, one of the FIRST rules of thumb is “learn about the 

locals, and Who is Who in their communities.” My advantage in Washington in that regard, is that it is 

my ‘home town’ in a certain manner. I grew up in Tucson, AZ, then boarding school in England, before 

coming to the DC area in 1978 to attend Foxcroft School in Middleburg, VA and later George 

Washington University (GWU)—determined to forge a career as an American civil servant in the 

international arena. However, I left DC, and the US, in 1988 Disgusted with the cocaine-snorting, party-

hardy trajectory of the city, and country, with the head-cheerleader being my former class-mate at 

Foxcroft, 1980 ‘Deb of the Decade’, Cornelia Guest. I had returned to DC after a harrowing domestic 

violence/divorce case in Spain from my ‘big-wig’ banker husband, and 20-year absence from the 

cesspool, had only made the problems I had fled 30 years ago MUCH, MUCH worse!   

While I have been rubbing shoulders with the 10%ers and 1%ers of the world my entire life, I do not 

come from a ‘rich’ family. My recently departed Father was a world famous cardiologists, but was never 

motivated by money or material wealth; only helping others. On the other hand, my mother was ONLY 

interested in money, power, social climbing, and material wealth. So, I learned from a young age what 

spending beyond ones means and over-indebtedness does to a family—financially as well as 

psychologically. So, unlike so many of my former schoolmates, I had to work my way through college; 

mornings on Capitol Hill as an intern, and nights and weekends in restaurants and nightclubs in NW DC, 

while paradoxically ‘presented’ at the Washington debutante ball in 1982. The whole ‘debutante scene’ 

and Ball was much to my reluctance, chagrin, and anger with my mother for her insistence on spending 
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money that the family did not have on such STUPIDITY!! So, I know Washington, and Washingtonians 

(old-guard and new-guard) Very Well—particularly the Hypocrisy and Narcissism of its ruling-elite! 

And, they ALL know me, in one way or another!!!  

So not only do I have an elevated perspective of how minimum wage people survive in the city, but also 

how the ‘movers and shakers’ of the city live and think. And, while restaurant staff and secretaries are 

considered ‘underlings’ and ‘unimportant’ by all the ‘big-wigs’, these ‘invisible’ people SEE and HEAR 

EVERYTHING! Not, only do they know what is going on ‘in the open’, but also behind the scenes. And, 

since I NEVER came back to DC to get back into a ‘Game’ I so abhor, but rather Fight for my Rights and 

that of my children, and constituents; I have just been Observing the SH#T SHOW, waiting for their 

‘House of Cards’ to collapse, and step in to pick up the pieces. If the intelligence community does NOT 

Wake Up and Smell the Coffee about what is going on in their own back yards and under their noses, they 

will crash and burn, and take the country, and planet, down with them!   

Consequences of the Ignore Her ‘Til She Goes Away Game & Couch-Casting, Under RICO, FCPA & 

US Constitution 

For over a decade, I, and other activists and victims of court corruption and legal abuse have been sending 

email after email, and letter after letter; lobbying Congressional staffers on the many problems and 

issues—to NO AVAIL! Nowhere is the ‘Narcissism Epidemic’ (Twenge and Campbell) more evident 

than amongst all of the Swamp-dwellers in DC, who may have lots of MBAs and PhDs, but since they 

never graduated from kindergarten, Understand NOTHING about what they are supposed to be DOING!    

My official communications and reports are posted on my activism websites, 

www.WarOnDomesticTerrorism.com and Taking Back America for the People, noting that on the VERY 

few times, I received a response from recipients, it was obvious that the IDIOT civil servant had NO 

IDEA what they were talking about under basic legal principles or basic cognitive skills. Congressional 

members calling into question the efficiency of Capitol Hill police should TAKE A LOOK IN THE 

MIRROR, as the Pot is calling the Kettle Black!!! The film, Charlie Wilson’s War, gives a GOOD picture 

of the Reality of Capitol Hill and its inner-workings, rather the BS propaganda of upstanding and moral 

civil servants, as do a lot of other film (and books) based on true-life events of ‘Swamp-dwellers’.  

All the women coming out of the woodwork at present denouncing sexual harassment and improprieties 

of ‘big-wigs’ and ‘powerful’ men, should also be looking at how THEIR promiscuous behavior, and 

willingness to participate in the common custom of ‘couch casting’ is encouraging the predatory and 

aggressive behavior of men. Back in the 1980s women in Washington labor markets did NOT have to 

‘service’ the men, or brown-nose the women, to get ahead or survive. This FACT, exposes one of the 

residual damages of alpha-dominance feminism, and its detriment to women’s rights in workplaces and 

communities; with women, like everyone and everything else, considered nothing but commodities to be 

used or exploited.    

NO WHERE is the ‘Narcissism Epidemic’ that has gripped the US in the past 40 years more evident than 

in Washington, DC—which under its Constitution and applicable laws, EXISTS to SERVE the American 

People at a cost of TRILLIONS and TRILLIONS of TAXPAYER’S hard-earned money! As Bill Maher 

once said, “what he likes about Washington is that it makes Hollywood look sincere!” The REAL culprits 

in the escalating violence are all of the white, black, brown, yellow, LGBT and alpha-dominance feminist 

factions in DC labor markets who are vying for Power and Control. They only want to become the New 

Masters of the Universe and World Dominators. And, they have NO understanding of the principles of 

Democracy or basic legal principles and doctrines, so wreak Chaos and Havoc wherever they go! And, 

http://www.warondomesticterrorism.com/
https://quenbywilcox2.wixsite.com/takingbackamerica
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charlie_Wilson%27s_War_(film)
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police departments, the military, and other security forces are filled with the same cabals, factions and 

terrorist cells as all the other organizations.  

Trump’s lawyer for his 2nd Impeachment Trial, David Schoen, was TOTALLY correct in his OUT RAGE 

at the gobbledygook of Congressman Raskin during the 2nd Impeachment Trials, which presented 

argumentation that a first-year law student would know is BS under the basic principles upon which ALL 

legal codes on the Planet are based!! In the past 15 years, I have been ASTOUNDED at the Lack of 

understanding of basic principles of Law, Commerce, Management, Common Sense, Common Decency, 

Common Dignity, etc. of those I have been dealing with in my activism work, as much as daily life! The 

CRISIS of Immoral, Unethical, Stupid, Psychopathic, and Criminal behavior in the legal community and 

court systems MUST without DELAY be Attacked and Combated by holding implicated parties 

Accountable in the Courts, even though many of these actors are ‘members of the courts’. The culture of 

cover-up that permeates institutions and social orders is truly of crisis proportion, and is making victims 

of all the crimes angrier and angrier. THAT is the root cause of escalating Violence!  

Judicial Independence DOES NOT mean that those in the Judiciary can ‘do whatever they want’—as all 

the IDIOTS in the legal, political and development communities contend. This ideology is as subversive 

to Democracy and the US Constitution as the contention of Legislative or Executive branch ‘civil 

servants’ that they too can ‘do whatever they want’. It is also as treasonous in promoting the idea that 

‘checks and balances’ between the 3-branches means waving to each other from across the street, and 

‘doing lunch’ and hitting the golf course, while their spouses go shopping and hang out at the swanky 

country clubs in NW DC and surrounding suburbs.     

Fresh Meat & Jail-Bait are NO Match for Pit-bulls with Lipstick, Soccer Moms or Dowagers  

The young Entitled, Narcissistic, Millennials and X Gens (who consider ‘couch-casting’ no Big Deal) 

which populate the revolving door of fresh meat being offered up to Congressional members with ‘zipper 

problems’, are too busy brown-nosing and ‘blowing horns’ to DO THEIR REAL JOBS—SERVING THE 

PEOPLE!!! Apart from working for former Senator J. Bennett Johnston (D-LA) from 1981 to 1985, I 

have participated in ‘lobbying’ of Congressional staffers in meetings organized by the California 

Protective Parent Association (CCPA) and Mothers of Lost Children activists from across the country, 

visiting with Congressional staffer after staffer after staffer, year after year after year, repeating and re-

repeating the same horror stories and statistics—to NO AVAIL! I have also been sending letter after letter 

to staffers on The Hill with constituent requests in case work, and letters to the Americans Abroad 

Caucus, human rights committees, and House Finance Committee under Maxine Waters (related to my 

‘Beef’ with the IMF, and their failure to effectively DO THEIR JOBS). But, NONE of these staffers 

know how to READ, and better than any of the other civil servants I have been sending communications 

to in the past 15 years.   

As I told Gina Paone of IMF HR (who needs to be investigated under RICO and FCPA, inter alia), Rule 

Number One in the hiring process is to Hire someone with a Brain. If they have a Brain, you can teach 

them just about anything. But, if they do not have a Brain, it is a Lost Cause!!! Unfortunately, the IMF, 

and Washington HR personnel in general, specialize in hiring and promoting the Brainless and 

Lobotomized, rather than Qualified and Intelligent candidates for the job. Unfortunately, all their 

‘shenanigans’ to marginalize the ‘rich, white, American woman’ has provided me Cause against them in 

law-suits under RICO and FCPA, and the ability to LEGALLY and PEACEFULLY ‘Drain the Swamp’. I 

have provided ALL the analysis and legal argumentation, as well as Cause in my case study, and pending 

law-suits against the IMF’s Institute for Capacity Development (ICD) and IMF HR department in order to 

Clean-up the place from top-to-bottom. But, NO ONE in the legal community wants to ‘Rock the Boat’. 

https://warondomesticterrorism.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Complaint-to-IMF-Ethics-Committee-Quenby-Wilcox-1.pdf
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Like Luci Herman, of Stanford Law School, they just laugh me off, and tell me I really should have gone 

to law school—before changing the subject to recipes, or sports, like everyone else. I really do not know 

why so much money and resources are being directed at ‘educating’ people who can memorize and pass 

tests; but, lack the cognitive skills to know what to do with what they have supposedly learned.  

With that whole scandal alone, I can clean-up the entire organization from bottom to top. But, I cannot 

find any lawyers with the Brains and Brawn to go up against them. I have case after case after case, that 

could clean-up the ‘Wild West’ that rules the city; sending a VERY strong message to EVERYONE that 

their immoral and illegal behavior (no matter what their rank and station in life) WILL NOT BE 

TOLERATED and ‘swept under the carpet’, comme d’habitude, and why people are getting away with 

Murder (literally)! The prevalent idea that one can do as one pleases—as long as they do not get caught—

provides the motivation for everyone to willingly collude in ‘protection rackets’ that turn a blind-eye to, 

and cover-up the indiscretions of their peers, while targeting others as scape-goats and fall-guys for the 

problems produced to deflect attention away from their Negligence and Stupidity. This is the standard 

modus operandi of the alpha-dominance feminists (and bullies in general) in order to deflect attention 

away from the REAL problems at hand—THEM!!!    

Systemic Labor Rights Violations in the ‘Swamp’ & Conflicts of Interests Examined Under RICO, 

FCPA & US Constitution 

Whereas the partying, schmoozing, cocaine-snorting, and sexual deviancy on Capitol Hill in the 1980s 

was DISGUSTING, what I have observed in the past 10 years there defies words. And, I hardly think that 

the Opioid Epidemic that grips the country is any better than the Cocaine Epidemic of the 1980s!?! 

Unfortunately, the CRAP on Capitol Hill is NO different than all the CRAP going on in any of the other 

government agencies, think tanks, NGOs (IMF, World Bank, UN included) universities, etc. in the city, 

with restauranteurs and conference centers laughing all the way to the bank with taxpayer’s money. And, 

at the same time they are contributing to the degradation of worker’s rights in the US with corporate style 

mismanagement and exploitation and oppression of workers. It should be noted that I found Capitol Hill 

Police newsletters posted on the Internet indicating that the same kind of Crap going on in workplaces 

throughout DC is going on in the Capitol Hill Police department. So, it begs the question of WHY cases 

of labor rights violations, harassment, discrimination as much as nepotism and favoritism are NOT being 

brought to the courts, with perpetrators being held to account?!?! Where does the conflict of interest of 

these ‘security forces’ in doing their part in cleaning up the cesspool, and Draining the Swamp of all the 

criminals and con-artists which infect it, and why the US is head towards a military dictatorship given its 

present trajectory?!?! 

While EVERYONE recognizes that media outlets are only propaganda machines of the Right and Left, 

they still remain fixated to their boob-tubes and social media platforms as their ONLY source of their 

information. Then they become verbally abusive and even violent if ANYONE challenges what they 

‘know to be true’. This is particularly true if one provides FACTS and EVIDENCE which contradicts 

their selective Reality. It is the RESPONSIBILITY of EVERY citizen to be INFORMED as to what their 

government is actually DOING and ACCOMPLISHING, as well as ANY ILLEGAL activity in which 

they are involved—as I have laboriously been doing for the past 15 years, if not my entire adult life!!! 

ALL the Truth and Reality of the situation (and ‘Big Picture’) are posted on my activism websites, which 

I began in 2014. So, NO ONE in DC can claim that “they did not know” about the Criminal Activity to 

which they have been, and are continuing to be, complicit. And, as the Nuremberg Trials clearly 

demonstrated, “I was just doing my job” or “I did not know” is NO DEFENSE!   

https://law.stanford.edu/directory/luciana-herman/
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As you can see in my cases for labor rights violations against the IMF, as much as their ILLEGAL 

practices and policies, with my deluge of letters, I establish Cause and Damage in the maze of litigation I 

have been preparing for the courts. EVERYONE in ICD, and IMF HR know of my activism work, as well 

as how I have been targeted in discriminatory practices, bullying, and harassment during my 7-year tenure 

there—as well as preparation of cases for the courts. And, the fact that all of these people think that I 

would give them a ‘free pass’ and NOT include them in my list of names for litigation, just goes to show 

the level of their Arrogance, as well as surety that they are part of the ‘Protected’ members of DC society; 

whereas I am ‘Marginalized’ and therefore effectively Disempowered as a stateless and rightless person! I 

remind EVERYONE that these ‘experts’ are being paid billions and billions of taxpayer’s monies to 

assure that economies are stable, that human rights standards are applied at national levels, and to prevent 

another World War. NONE of these things are being done—in fact, to the contrary!! This FACT again 

exposes the motivation, as well as opportunity of ‘Swamp-dwellers’, to participate in cover-up after 

cover-up after cover-up of the corruption that is highly enriching them, and their families. MANY people 

are going to lose their property, livelihood, and even freedom if the cesspool is cleaned-up. And, of 

course, DO NOT want their Party to be Over!  

And, in establishing ‘Cause’ under RICO, I refer to the 1st head-hunter I met with upon my return to the 

‘Swamp’ in 2009, who told me that she would never find me a job, because anyone interviewing me 

would be afraid that in 6-months I would have their job—as well as perusal of my resume in tandem with 

my unemployability and destitution in the ‘Swamp’. Time and time again in the past 13 year NO ONE 

will even accord me an interview for jobs that I am highly and uniquely qualified—including in my job 

application with Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio Cortez, of the House Finance Committee, and 

President of the World Bank (under my French nationality) in protest to the Trump Administration’s 

appointee, David Malpass. As much as HR personnel and employers have been ‘toying with me’ and 

using the ‘Managerialism’ card, and misogynistic ‘reasoning’ as to my Uselessness and Unemployability 

due to having ‘opted-out’ of their ‘Game’; I have also been ‘toying with them’ in my job applications, 

establishing Cause against hundreds of think tanks, NGOs, law firms, as well as the IMF and World Bank 

for systemic discriminatory hiring and promotional practices, as well as violations under RICO, FCPA, 

and US Constitution. All the Machiavellian ‘game-players’ in DC think they are SO smart, because they 

have Conned their way into ‘cushy, brown-nosing’ jobs where they can play ‘queen or king-for-a-day’ 

and bully and harass everyone in their midst at their leisure. However, they have forgotten the Number 

One Rule of Machiavelli—ALWAYS find out Who your adversary is, and what ‘forces’ they have before 

picking a fight with them!!!!   

‘Civil Servant’ Stepford Wives & Real Housewives of Potomac are NO Match for Pit-bulls with 

Lipstick, Soccer Moms & Dowagers in the ‘War Within’ 

The assumption of everyone that I am a Stupid, Brain-dead, Deposed trophy-wife and socialite, that they 

can kick around was a Very Big Mistake!! I am highly qualified and capable of doing ANY NUMBER of 

jobs, administrative positions, as much as managerial ones, in the city in private and public sectors. 

However, I am currently unemployed, and in the past years been continually discriminated against, as 

well as bullied, harassed, and even illegally fired from job after job, with NO recourse under the Law. As 

my younger sister, who is a Narcissist among Narcissists, recently avowed, the ‘End Game’ is that if I am 

kept marginalized, ostracized, and without employment; then all of my efforts will have to be focused on 

basic survival. Therefore, I will not have the time or energy to ‘Fight the Philistines’ as my Father used to 

say!  

Any time I want to find out what the libertines and alpha-dominance feminists in workplaces and 

bankruptcy, building business-people are saying, I just have to call my younger sister. And, anytime I 

https://quenby.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/quenby-wilcox-staff-position-for-congresswoman-ocasio-cortez.pdf
https://quenby.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/quenby-wilcox-staff-position-for-congresswoman-ocasio-cortez.pdf
https://quenby.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/emails-to-theis-re-world-bank-president-position.pdf
https://quenby.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/emails-to-theis-re-world-bank-president-position.pdf
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want to find out what the alt-Right, alpha-dominance feminist, corporate, Stepford wives are saying, I just 

talk to my older sister; and for the white, male supremacists, I go to my brother. As with many American 

families, mine is FILLED with extremists on all sides of the political spectrums, so staffers in DC 

SHOULD be able to SEE the signs of these extremists when they exist. Instead, they are propagating their 

oppressive and corrosive ideologies and practices in their places of work (government and pseudo-

government agencies), and own homes! But, as already highlighted, Washingtonians are making too 

much money, and accumulating too much wealth to have any incentive for the Party to End, and for the 

‘Swamp’ to be DRAINED!    

I know I am as angry as many of the People across the US, who are struggling to survive during the 

Pandemic, facing homelessness, poverty, and destitution, while those Responsible sit in their million-

dollar homes complaining that they cannot jet-set, go out to restaurants, and Amuse themselves on 

taxpayer’s hard-earned money. When the Pandemic is over, and economies and communities are in 

Shambles, the People will be wanting those Responsible to be Held to Account. Unfortunately, as is 

habitual custom, EVERYONE will collude in cover-up after cover-up, absolving responsible parties of all 

wrong-doing, even giving them a promotion for ‘looks’; making the People angrier and angrier with all 

the BS!!!   

And, they, unlike me (who has been researching and arguing all of the various issues, as well as legal 

implications for 15 years) do not REALLY understand why, and against whom, they are SO angry. 

Therefore, they will strike out in random acts of violence (looting, attacks, shootings, etc.) until they 

become organized and ‘leaders’ emerge from all of the infighting within and between the various factions. 

At that point, these groups will become more dangerous, as will their attacks. And, the policy of ‘Swamp-

dwellers’ to beef-up security and beef-up security, instead of DOING THEIR JOBS and Clean-up ‘Dodge 

City’, will NOT be effective in the long-run. Instead, it will only increase tension between civilian 

populations and security forces. This in turn will cause blood-shed, when security forces engage with 

rioters and terrorists in order to protect the 10%ers and 1%ers who are the motor behind increasing 

Income-Inequality and exploitative and predatory allocation of resources—and why People are becoming 

more and more angry and violent! It is all a vicious circle that just escalates and escalates, so a bunch of 

Entitled IDIOTS can party and get laid!!   

As I explain in my reports and writings, the fundamental problems facing ‘modern’ societies are:  

• Managerialism (NOT capitalism or communism, which in practice are one in the same) 

• Alpha-Dominance Feminism  

• Minorityism  

• Affirmative Action  

What ‘authorities’ in the US need to start examining in ‘Domestic Terrorism’ is identifying all of the 

cabals and factions of white supremacists, black supremacists, brown supremacists, yellow supremacists, 

LGBT supremacists, male supremacists, and alpha-dominance feminist supremacists who are vying for 

Power and Control, instead of working for ‘Democracy’ and ‘World Peace’ as they contend. The 

international development community is VERY vocal about the need for a paradigm shift in the World. 

However, as I demonstrate—beyond any doubt—these actors are Colluding by their Actions as much as 

Omission of Action in maintaining the Abusive and Oppressive paradigm of the past, and full of 

NOTHING but ‘hot air’, empty rhetoric and false promises.   

One of the reasons I came up with the idea for Global Expats is because I know ‘big-wigs’ across the 

globe, as well as what they are (and are NOT) doing—a perfect ‘recipe’ for a global social media 
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platform for FAMILIES (and NOT corporate or warmongering interests, like my counter-part ‘Expat 

Wives Clubs’). Unfortunately, since I was marginalized by the courts in Spain, then further marginalized 

in my own country by foreigners as much as Americans in the ‘Swamp’ vying for jobs and ‘riches’, I 

have been unable to find the capital venture funding and business partners that the project needs. Instead, 

I have been concentrating my efforts on its ‘meat and potatoes’, by challenging all the misogyny and 

violation of rights of women and children in courts, as well as social orders. The Founder of the 

Federation of American Women’s Club Overseas (FAWCO), Carolyn Curtis Brown, believed that 

“enlightened women, working cooperatively throughout the world, could do much to help achieve 

international peace,” and is the same basis and belief that propelled me to start Global Expats over 15 

years ago.  

Unfortunately, FAWCO, as well as all the other ‘Expat Wives Club’ are too busy schmoozing and ladder-

grappling, like everyone else, to IMPLEMENT the mission of the Founders of the organizations in which 

they ‘serve’. Unfortunately, like all the other NGOs the stupidity, greed and egocentricity of its board 

members is implicating them ALL in serious legal liabilities under RICO, FCPA, as well as article 

6 and 7 of the Rome Statutes. What all the ‘ladies’ in the ‘Swamp’ need to realize is that with Privilege 

comes Responsibility and Obligations—and is NOT a ‘free pass’ to be as Big a Bitch (or SOB) as all the 

other Narcissists and Psychopaths in Power today!   

Washington in the past 50 years, since its ‘Golden Age’ (and Reaganomics ‘trickle-down’) has just 

repeated the same BS as seen during the ‘Gilded Age’ of the Robber Barons in the 1800s, with the 

‘flappers’ of the 1920s replaced by the strip-teasing, cocaine-snorting ‘debutantes’, who since the 1980s 

launching of ‘Deb of the Decade’ by Cornelia Guest, have reproduced exponentially with brunettes, 

blacks, browns and yellows ‘minorities’ following the lead of the Dumb Blondes seeking a ‘rich husband’ 

or ‘fame and fortune’ in the interim years. Unfortunately, but NOT surprisingly, the $1T FAILED ‘War 

on Drugs’ has just replaced the DISASTEROUS policy of ‘Prohibition’ of the 1920s, with the SAME 

disastrous effect on the Rule of Law as before, with other countries following suit! Of course, the 

CONFLICT OF INTEREST of American ‘security’ forces in CLEANING UP the MESS, and 

DRAINING the ‘Swamp’ FOR REAL, lies in that all of the violence and civil unrest everyone is 

advocating, and fomenting is PRODUCING MORE AND MORE JOBS and WEALTH for THEM, while 

increasing the military and ‘security’ budgets of the American government. (See Committee on House 

Administration – US Capitol Police: Operations and Workforce on June 26, 2018).  

Unfortunately, when the ‘House of Cards’ in Washington finally collapses, this FACT, also implicates 

them ALL in charges under RICO, FCPA, as well as subversion of the US Constitution in order to enable 

the Rise of the Fourth Reich—and everyone will have to forfeit all the assets that they have so worked to 

accumulate, like everyone else in the ‘Swamp’. The financial conflict of interest which maintains the 

silence and acquiescence of ‘Swamp-dwellers’ is what will ultimately be their Demise—like is always the 

case throughout history with Machiavellian ‘game-players’!  

Alpha-Dominance Feminists & Ladder-Grappling Narcissists are NO Match for Pit-bulls with 

Lipstick, Soccer Moms & Dowagers  

The ‘problem with no name’, as Betty Friedan called it, is the gnawing feeling that lives and work are 

futile endeavors with no purpose or meaning. Betty Friedan was a bored housewife, because she lacked 

the inner-self and cognitive abilities to enjoy and take advantage of (without exploiting others) the 

opportunities afforded in life. The ‘intellects’ and ‘experts’ which have become the new ruling-elite, 

along with the starlets and cheerleaders seeking to be the center of attention, do not have the cognitive 

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CHRG-115hhrg33062/html/CHRG-115hhrg33062.htm
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CHRG-115hhrg33062/html/CHRG-115hhrg33062.htm
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abilities, nor moral integrity to appreciate life’s opportunities, and instead spend their lives chasing ‘brass 

rings’ and ‘easy money’.     

It is well documented in all of the literature of the ‘experts’ that the ‘End Game’ of the Narcissists and 

Psychopaths is to incite chaos and violent outbreaks of their victims, in order to justify stricter and stricter 

rules and strong-arm tactics with which they can Silence their victims. This is true at the micro level as 

much as the macro level. In my discourse and interviews with ‘security’ forces they constantly claim that 

the problems in court systems, and plight of victims of legal abuse is “not their fault,” as they are doing 

THEIR JOBS. And, that it is just EVERYONE ELSE who is at FAULT. However, this is NOT true, as it 

is WELL DOCUMENTED that ‘security’ forces are involved in drug-trafficking, human-trafficking, 

extortion, domestic violence, violent crimes, fraud, and ‘protection rackets’. And, their ‘colleagues’ are 

turning a blind-eye, either because they themselves are involved in illegal and/or immoral activity, or they 

are well aware that ‘whistleblowers’ are considered ‘rats’ and punished and ‘ousted’ by those in the chain 

of command, while perpetrators are given a promotion—as is ‘habitual custom’. (See my report, 

Domestic Abuse – A Human Rights Violations & Principle of Due Diligence – an Intersectional 

Approach).  

As the UN report, “Indepth study on all forms of violence against women,” clearly demonstrates, it is 

women in society who maintain the sexual and physical violence of men through ‘norms and customs’, 

and Washington is a PERFECT example of that phenomenon. As I demonstrate time and time again in 

cases against governments, and the international institutions colluding with them, it does NOT matter 

what laws and constitutions say. Instead, it is the wives and mothers (and secretaries) of the ‘movers and 

shakers’ who are the ‘Deep State’ (aka ‘Invisible Hand’) who determine what is ‘Acceptable’ and 

‘Unacceptable’ behavior. Unfortunately, all the Bimbos (aka ‘Real Housewives of Potomac’) that all the 

MBAs and PhDs who never graduated from kindergarten have married (and divorced) and have 

empowered, at taxpayer’s expense, are too busy hanging out at country-clubs to NOTICE or EVEN 

CARE about all of the AMORALITY and CORRUPTION going on Right under their Noses! And, 

women who have climbed the ranks to ‘managerial’ positions, hanging out in conference rooms looking 

for their next marital affair, are NO different than the BRAIN DEAD, Stepford wives they hypocritically 

look down their noses at as the ‘parasites on society’. However, the REAL parasites on society are all 

the social-climbing, gold-digging, whores who have rise to power in the past 50 years! And, NOT 

the Homemakers and CARING mothers and wives as THEY CONTEND!!      

Complicity of Security Forces in Escalating Violence & Conflict of Interest in its De-Escalation 

As seen in my own case-studies, and pending law-suits for labor and housing rights violations, blacks, 

browns, and yellows, particularly the women seeking to ‘Rule the Roost’, are prolific in their bullying and 

instilling oppressive and discriminatory norms in social orders, workplaces included. In fact, it is 

‘Telling’ that a black, alpha-dominance feminist replaced a white, male as Chief of Capitol Hill Police—

without the confidence and approval of its Union. I highlight the Obligations of security forces in DC to 

be informed about the Integrity, Honesty, Morality of the Civil Servants they are ‘Protecting’ in my recent 

letter to the GWU Police, Mark Thunstedt, as well as President of GWU, Thomas LeBlanc, and his wife, 

Anne LeBlanc, (who have ALL ‘opted into’ the ‘ignore her ‘til she goes away’ game with me, and in the 

process joined the list of Swamp-dwellers implicated under RICO charges, inter alia). I am NOT 

threatening ANYONE with bodily harm. However, I am PROMISING them that they WILL BE HELD 

TO ACCOUNT! EVERYONE takes ANY kind of criticism from me as a Threat, because THAT IS 

THEIR MODUS OPERANDI—NOT MINE!!   

https://warondomesticterrorism.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Domestic-Abuse-A-Human-Rights-Violations-Principle-of-Due-Diligence-an-Intersectional-Approach.pdf
https://warondomesticterrorism.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Domestic-Abuse-A-Human-Rights-Violations-Principle-of-Due-Diligence-an-Intersectional-Approach.pdf
https://quenby.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/complaint-to-imf-ethics-committee-quenby-wilcox-1.pdf
https://quenby.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/ltr-to-gwu-police-dept-final.pdf
https://quenby.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/ltr-to-gwu-police-dept-final.pdf
https://quenby.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/dear-thomas-leblanc-final.pdf
https://quenby.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/anne-leblanc-gwu-presidents-wife-jan-21.pdf
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In fact, if one examines the profiles of the various people receiving a copy of this letter, they are all 

similar to other factions of Swamp-dwellers, I have encountered. So, since everyone wants to categories 

ALL ‘Soccer Moms’, ‘Deposed, Trophy-Wives and Socialites’ as Brain-Dead, Bimbos, and Stepford 

Wives, who DESERVE whatever they ‘get’; the same ‘Rules of the Game’ apply to THEM. Please see 

below a small sampling of the various factions within the Capitol Hill Police Management, who are 

representative of the various factions of ‘terrorists’ controlling the ‘Swamp’. In Spain, everyone asks 

“quien manda en la casa” to which the women will respond, “El CREA que manda. Pero, lo que MANDA 

AQUI SOY YO!”—as they castrated and enrage their husbands and sons! Women have shown that they 

can make it in a Man’s world. The question is, Can Men make it in a Woman’s world?!?! I THINK NOT! 

White, Male-Supremacists (usually Republican voters)   

Keith McFaden  

Very little information about him on the Internet, except that he retired after the Insurrection, as 

already planned, and has been vocal about lack of Leadership, Coordination, Communication, 

and low moral amongst Capitol Hill police officers.  

Michael A. Bolton, Inspector General of Capitol Hill Police   

January 16, 2019 - Press Release 

Michael A. Bolton Promoted to Head Office of Inspector General 

The Capitol Police Board announced today the selection of Michael A. Bolton to be the United 

States Capitol Police (USCP) Inspector General, effective January 20, 2019. Under Public Law 

109-55, Congress established the USCP Office of Inspector General (OIG). The Inspector 

General reports directly to the Capitol Police Board, and heads the OIG. The OIG supervises 

and conducts audits, inspections, and investigations involving USCP programs, functions, 

systems, and operations. 

Mr. Bolton has been serving as the USCP’s Acting Inspector General since March 2018, and also 

has served as Assistant Inspector General for Investigations (AIGI) since August 2006. 

Prior to joining the USCP OIG, Mr. Bolton served four years as the Special Agent-in-Charge, 

Office of Investigations for the U.S. Department of the Treasury where he primarily worked on 

cases of procurement fraud, and complex and sensitive criminal, administrative, and civil 

investigations of senior government officials and other government employees.  

He also served for 21 years in the U.S. Secret Service (USSS), including nine years as a 

uniformed patrol officer in the Uniformed Division that included assignments in the foreign 

mission branch and the White House. Mr. Bolton also was assigned to numerous USSS Field 

Offices including Headquarters Financial Crimes Division and the Presidential Protection 

Division (PPD). During his USSS career, he also served as a firearms instructor, a Counter 

Assault Team instructor, and a PPD team leader. He was also charged with investigating bank 

and credit card fraud, as well as money laundering and counterfeiting cases. 

“Mr. Bolton’s more than 30 years of law enforcement and auditing experience, and 16 years in 

the OIG community have been an asset to the USCP Office of Inspector General and the 

Department. 

Alpha-Dominance Feminists and Minoritist (usually Democrat voters)  

Yogananda D. Pittman, Acting Chief of Capitol Hill Police 

https://uscp-fop.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Newsletter-December-2-2019.pdf
https://www.uscp.gov/media-center/press-releases/capitol-police-board-selects-new-uscp-inspector-general
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Yogananda D. Pittman is an American law enforcement officer who is the acting chief of the 

United States Capitol Police. Pittman's selection was made on January 11, 2021, following the 

2021 storming of the United States Capitol and resignation of Steven Sund. 

Education - Pittman earned a Bachelor of Science degree in psychology from Morgan State 

University in 1999. She has a Master's degree in Public Administration from Marist College and 

is a student for Doctor of Public Administration at West Chester University in Pennsylvania. 

Career - She joined the Capitol Police in 2001. In 2012, Pittman was among the first black 

female supervisors to be promoted to the rank of captain in the Capitol Police. At that time, she 

was responsible for over 400 officers and civilian staff. The next year, she was in charge of the 

security planning for the second inauguration of President Barack Obama. During her tenure, 

Pittman has been assigned to the United States Senate Division and most recently served as 

Assistant Chief of Police for Protective and Intelligence Operations. Pittman is the first woman 

and first African American to serve as Chief of the United States Capitol Police force, a role she 

accepted after the resignation of Steven Sund. 

In 2020, Pittman received the Women in Federal Law Enforcement's Outstanding Advocate for 

Women award. On February 15, 2021 the U.S. Capitol Police Labor Union voted 92% against 

Acting Chief Yogananda Pittman in a vote of no confidence in her leadership. 

Minoritist, 1st Generation Immigrant (usually Democrat voters)   

Gus Papathanasiou, Chairman of the U.S. Capitol Police Labor Committee 

Greek immigrant who grew up in New York City, with not much other information about him 

posted on the Internet.  

NB. One of my major points for those in the development community is that the reason the 

European Union failed, and is breaking up in the same way that the US is, is because Corruption, 

Greed, and long-standing Machiavellian norms dominate the Agrarian South. Therefore, all of the 

‘bail-out’ monies injected into Southern Europe during formation of the European Union, and 

adoption of the Euro, was in the end counter-productive to the North (who picked up the price 

tag) as well as the South, whose Greed and Corruption was only fed and nourished.  

During my 20 years together with my Spanish ex-husband, living in Spain for 7-years, and the 

rest of the time with Spanish expat families I had more than plenty of opportunity to observe the 

dynamics of highly dysfunctional Southern European families, which are fundamentally the same 

as in dysfunctional Northern African and Middle-Easter Muslim families. In these families most 

members suffer from Stockholm Syndrome, while its ‘rulers’ are either openly violent and 

aggressive, or do so subversively through Machiavellian manipulations. While SUPPORTIVE 

and LOVING families have a beneficial influence on family members, as well as social orders. 

However, when they are dysfunctional and self-destructive, they are HIGHLY detrimental to 

social orders, and the COMMON GOOD!    

My case-study, and pending law-suits, against the Greek Restaurant, Kellari Taverna on K Street, 

highlights the Great Damage foreign entrepreneurs and ‘business people’ are doing to labor rights 

and commercial interests, while fomenting civil unrest and violence through their 

Mismanagement and exploitative and predatory business practices. As I told, one of the arrogant, 

Greek owners of the place, after he told me that he did not care (about the CHAOS his managers 

were creating), that he would START to CARE when rioters and looters started breaking his 

windows and looting his property. I also told him, that I would be DAMNED if I let a bunch of 
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foreigners come into my country to TRASH IT. Adding that my compatriots were ALREADY 

doing a good enough job, as it is, and NEED NO assistance from anyone else!!  

To add ‘fuel to the fire’ this same owner told his staff when the Pandemic started that ALL he 

cares about is MONEY. Whereas I was trying to explain to them that while the Pandemic was 

SERIOUS and EVERYONE needed to ‘do their part’, NO ONE should become ‘hysterical’! The 

manner that restaurant owners are CASHING IN on all of the partying, without caring a ‘fig’ for 

the Con-Job they are encouraging and enabling is DISGUSTING and CRIMINAL.  

As I keep pointing out, all the foreigners who need to be rounded up and ‘sent packing’ from 

whence they came, are all the MBAs, PhDs and ‘entrepreneurs’ who have ONLY come to this 

country to CASH IN on the ‘American Dream’ of the Fourth Reichers on the Right and 

‘Libertines’ on the Left (see Death of the Liberal Class by Chris Hedges and Rise of the Fourth 

Reich by Jim Marrs.)  

None of the Other Swamp-dwellers Care, Do You?! 

As I keep explaining to the ‘Swamp-dwellers’ complicit to the current State of Affairs, when the raping 

and pillaging begins in your neighborhoods and homes, I WILL NOT stand idly by (too busy with my 

‘shopping’ or ‘important meetings’) and say GO AHEAD, I DON’T CARE! When Melania Trump wore 

her infamous “I Don’t Care! Do You?” I was Disgusted! And, responded with a blog, AGREED: No One 

in 'The Swamp' Really Cares!! - BUT, I DO!! Do U?! It is well documented that pompous, bankruptcy-

building corporate businessmen like Donald Trump, marry (and have affairs) with younger and younger 

social-climbing women, who will laugh at their jokes, no matter how stupid, in exchange for ‘luxury 

living’. This is particularly prevalent with ‘foreign’ women from Third World countries who are the worst 

whores in the cesspool, and the ONLY ones who will put up with all the BS that comes with the over 

inflated egos and psychopaths in Power. Expat, ‘trailing-spouse’ women are particularly aware of this 

problem, and watch their husbands ‘like hawks’ when the ‘foreign’ Bitches in Heat start looking for prey!  

Washington needs a Good Dose of ‘Manners and Etiquette’ a la Emily Post to combat the Amorality and 

Illegality that is considered ‘Normal’ amongst ‘Swamp-dwellers’. However, since that would entail 

Draining about 70% of Washington work force, there is an OBVIOUS CONFLICT OF INTEREST in 

anyone giving me a ‘Voice’! However, in spite of all the efforts of ‘Swamp-dwellers’ to Shut Me Up by 

getting me “living in a tent on the street” as my current landlord succintly put it, I will NOT be 

Intimidated, Deterred or ‘Run Out of Dodge City’! And, if it is God’s Will that I end up ‘on the streets’ 

(like Ghandi), I will be setting up ‘my tent’ at the corner of 19th and Penn. Ave., at the foot of the IMF 

and World Bank (a stone throw from their partners in crime, GWU and the White House) and begin a 

‘Occupy Penn. Ave.’ movement. NO ONE is going to ‘run me out of town’ with their bullying and 

intimidations!!!  

One of the reasons I KNOW the Violence will ONLY escalate is that I know to what extent there is in-

fighting amongst the various women’s rights activists and victims, and power-plays to be ‘queen for a 

day’ in the movement. And, can see the same parallels and stupidity in the Black Lives Matter and White 

Supremacist movement. All the ‘leaders’ here think ‘leadership’ is about getting on TV or a podium and 

giving a speech, given awards, and be bowed and scraped to by everyone around them! None of them 

understand that True Leadership is about Setting an Example, and putting everyone else before yourself. 

That is the ONLY way people EVER follow a True Leader in times of trouble, instead of coercing and 

forcing them with strong arm tactics and intimidations.   

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/agreed-one-swamp-really-cares-i-do-u-quenby-wilcox/?lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_profile_view_base_post_details%3Bvwme%2BNjbSQ2fp22tJk2EiQ%3D%3D
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/agreed-one-swamp-really-cares-i-do-u-quenby-wilcox/?lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_profile_view_base_post_details%3Bvwme%2BNjbSQ2fp22tJk2EiQ%3D%3D
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While I have clearly documented the fact that ‘Swamp-dwellers’ in the past 13 years have been colluding 

to Ostracize, Marginalize and Denigrate me in their little ‘Sati’ games, in order to prod me to ‘violence’ 

or suicide. And, while I have been gotten angry enough to tell a few Bitches, who I will see in Court, that 

they ARE a Bitch or Whore, but I have restrained from slapping them across the face—as it would be 

counter-productive to the process. I was trained in a Boot Camp of all Boot Camps in ‘keeping my cool’ 

when the Narcissistic Bitches of the world viciously attack me with snide and derorgatory comments—

with the intent of ‘getting me in trouble’ when I explode in anger. My younger sister is ‘queen’ in this 

‘game’—and trained me WELL in not letting the Enemy get under my skin, to make me ‘lose my cool’!  

So, I may occassionally get angry enough to INSULT someone, and tell them what a Mother-Fer they are. 

Most of the time, I ‘keep my cool’, and concentrate on turning the tables, and gathering evidence against 

them for the courts, for their Day of Reckoning. My male-supremacists housemates during the COVID 

shut-down have been playing the same games with me for the past year. But, instead of responding with 

screaming and threats, I just collect more and more evidence against them, as well as the legal community 

and press covering-up for all their criminal and amoral activity!  

In 2007, when my misogynistic and STUPID lawyers in Spain colluded with the courts to defraud me of 

all my assets, take my children and throw me in a psychiatric facility, then prison when that failed, I 

PROMISED that I would pursue them through EVER legal channel at my disposition—NO MATTER 

HOW LONG it took. My friend and neighbor asked me at the time, if that was a Threat or a Promise. To 

which I responded, “A Promise! I NEVER make Threats!” And, if EVERYONE since then wants to get 

on the ‘chou-chou’ train to the international courts, and put THEIR assets and careers on the line—that is 

their prerogative! I am NOT a Brain-Dead Bimbo, and NOT a woman to be ‘trifled with’. And, 

ANYONE who contends the contrary is in for a Rude Awakening when I finally see them in COURT!!!     

My ex-husband and his family were yet another ‘Boot Camp’ for me in the training of the customs and 

methods of Spanish and French machista families, whose Sati traditions for victims of domestic violence 

are NO different than in India, or the US, or anywhere else in the world. So, I am a mind-reader when it 

comes to deciphering the ‘gas-lighting’ games of narcissists and psychopaths. And, one has to get up 

pretty early in the morning to pull the wool over my eyes. As I used to tell my sons, I have ‘eyes in the 

back of my head’ and SEE EVERYTHING!! So, do not think you can get away with ANYTHING—and 

perhaps Why they were such ‘good boys’ an,d ‘good men’ today! NEVER where my sons afraid of me. 

But, rather ‘well behaved’ because I respect, love and adore them above all else in the world, and set few, 

but very strict boundaries, for their security and safety. And, a simple look across the room of 

dissapproval was ALL that I ever needed to ‘put them in line’, if they ‘strayed’ from a ‘moral’ path. 

THAT is what GOOD ‘POLICING’ and GOVERNANCE is ABOUT! NOT threats, bullying and strong 

arm tactics, with ANYONE who dares dissagree with them, or dissents about their methods, and 

justification for those methods.    

During the Congressional Hearing on the Jan. 6th Insurrection there were many references to a failure of 

the intelligence community to have properly foreseen the necessity for heightened security forces, lack of 

communication and ‘lessons to be learned’. One of the many jobs which has been ‘professionalised’ in 

the past century or so, was another job that homemakers and wives traditionally did in social orders—

‘intelligence work’. And, my ostracization and ‘unemployability’ in the industry is yet another example of 

how this group is being disempowered in social orders, due to managerialism, alpha-dominance 

feminism, minoritism, and affirmative action, inter alia.   

The ‘coffee morning, gossipers, and busy body, ‘Soccer Moms’, as well as the Gladys Kravitz of the 

world, are KEY in keeping good communication lines open, as well as provide a labor force of necessary 

spies and infiltrators into communities and institutions, in order to gather ‘good intel’ about the unsavory 
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and dangerous characters within them. These women do this, all the way from weeding out and exposing 

the sand box creeps, to pedophiles, sexual perverts, and petty thieves to the criminals with suitcases and 

ties, particularly when happened to be married to them! However, since ALL of the women in DC (be 

they wives and mothers, or ‘big-wig’ ladder-grapplers in workplaces) are Out to Lunch, literally and 

figuratively. NO ONE know What is Going On, and Who is Guiding the Ship, because THERE IS NO 

CAPTAIN ABROAD! And, by the way, the ‘boat’ everyone boarded starting in the 1980s, is a Titanic 

headed towards an Ice-berg. And, the strategy of rearranging chairs on the deck and passing out band-aids 

and buckets to all of the passengers is NOT A WINNING ONE!!!   

Since the US does not have a Monarchy, who retains “the right to be consulted, the right to encourage, 

and the right to warn” (W. Bagehot); those functions fall more heavily on the upper-class, ruling-elite in 

the country. Unfortunately, the American ruling-elite in the past 40 years has been guided by a 

Narcissistic and Psychopathic ‘Invisible Hand’ responsible for the increasing Income Inequality amongst 

Americans. David Stockman’s Reaganomics ‘trickle down’ theory has worked just as he predicted. 

Unfortunately, what has ‘trickled down’ is Immorality, Decadence, Hedonism, Narcissism, drug abuse 

and addiction, psychopathologies, etc., etc. And, if the US, and Planet, are going to Survive, the 

Narcissists and Psychopaths in Power must be exposed and expelled, rather than protected and enabled.  

Accusations against Capitol Hill police as to being ‘complicit’ to the Insurrection on Jan. 6th are NOT 

unfounded, as there is a fine line between ‘collusion’ and ‘complicity’ in legal terms. However, when US 

federal law, constitutions, or human right conventions are applied, and the Network of actors in DC in 

holding up the ‘House of Cards’ of Corruption and Lawlessness, are examined in their entirety, the 

‘complicity’, if not actual ‘collusion’ of ‘Swamp-dwellers’ (including security details) is very, very 

CLEAR!  

So, like all of the other ‘Swamp-dwellers’ I have contacted in the past 15 years, you are at liberty to 

‘ignore me’ hoping that I will ‘go away’ and ALL the problems, which plague the city, country, and 

world, will just miraculously dissappear. Or, you can use your networks, experience, and knowledge to 

‘Fight Back’, and expose all of the ‘terrorist cells’ in Washington complicit to, or directly colluding in, 

the fomentation of Violence in DC, as well as across the country! Take the OPPORTUNITY to 

REDIRECT the ‘Conversation’ back to the REAL ISSUES AT HAND!   

One of the reasons that the ‘intelligence community’ (which has the same 70-90% rates of Negligence as 

all the other ‘professions’) will NEVER be able to predict when and where peaceful demonstrations might 

turn to riots and looting, or escalate to insurrection and squirmishes, or even random school and street 

shootings or jihad terrorists attacks, is because they are ONLY interested in increasing budgets, military 

capabilities and number of jobs for their ‘buddies’. Unless one understands Who and What ones enemy or 

foe is, and what their ideologies, infra-structure, networks, modus operandi, and End Game are, one can 

NEVER predict when or where that enemy might strike, and how hard!  

Since the ‘intelligence community’ is just interested in spying on people with better and better techy 

gadgets, and empowering increasingly oppressive police states, their efforts, like everyone else in the 

cesspool, concentrates on Crisis Management, followed by finger-pointing, witchhunts, with lots of 

meetings and reports to file away about ‘lessons learned’ and ‘moving forward recommendations’. The 

intelligence community is just as COMPLICIT, as well as COLLUDING with staffers in the legislative, 

executive, and judicial branches of government who are fomenting Violence, Insurrection, and subversion 

of the US Constitution, as the development community.   

As stated before the various groups vying for Power and Control in the US are divided amongst factions 

and cabals of the white, black, brown, yellow, LGBT, feminists, and male supremacists. However, lines 
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between these various factions are often murky, overlap, and intertwine and interconnected. So it is 

imporant to take a holistic perspective of the situation, as well as understand the motives, means, and 

methods of the various actors, be they leaders, instigators, or followers. The American government and 

People DO NOT know WHO they Enemy Against Domestic Terrorism is, Because the Enemy is 

Within!!!  

Feminism, Minorityism & Affirmative Action Exposed 

Introduction 

So, to break down the various factions into ideological arenas, one must look at the Managerialists, 

Minoritists, Alpha-Dominance Feminists, Male Supremacists, Affirmative Actionists, and how various 

terrorist cells within them are colluding to foment dissaccord and conflict in their workplaces, 

communities, and policies and practices of their respective organizations (in order to create general chaos 

and anarchy in the US, and countries across the globe, and thereby the rise of dictatorial and oppressive 

regimes). As already stated the UN report, “Indepth study on all forms of violence against women,” 

clearly demonstrates that it is the women in social orders who are the ones who maintain the physical and 

sexual violence of the men, who are perpetrators in 90% of cases. So, I will first examine the role that 

alpha-dominance feminists, and their rise to power in workplaces, as much as their ideological construct 

and ‘End Game’, are playing in fomenting dissent and civil unrest in their sphere of influence.  

Alpha-Dominance Feminists  

The feminists, contrary to their rhetoric and propaganda, have NOT advanced the Rights of women (or 

children). But, rather have rendered women and children in western social orders stateless and rightless 

people, who currently have less rights than women in the East under Sharia law. The feminists are no 

more interested in Democratic principles than the male-supremacists, or other ‘minority’ factions vying 

for Power and Control in their efforts to be the New Masters of the Universe, and members of the 

Protected 10%ers (or with luck and conniving the 1%ers).  

There is a good reason that positions of Power in the ‘public sphere’ traditionally excluded women. 

Narcissistic and psychopathic women are more Vicious, Machiavellian and Ruthless in power-games than 

men can ever be. Unfortunately, factions of alpha-dominance feminists have risen to power in the press, 

politics, commerce, and academia, and are all propagating lies, misinformation and propaganda about 

their positive contributions to social orders. History is filled with names of women Leaders, large and 

small—demonstrating that men (and women) follow Leaders who know how to Lead, and who inspires 

their confidence with that Leadership! The feminists, just like all the other ‘minorities’, want favoritism 

for their and their unfair share of the allocation of resources, and use lies and manipulations to further 

their goals.   

Commonalities amongst the alpha-dominance feminists (on the alt-Left as much as alt-Right) is their 

adherence to:   

• Managerialism  

• Affirmative Action 

• Narcissism (and Munchausen by proxy) 

• Mandevillian economics 

• Extremism and Militarism 

• fomentation of violence and corruption 
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• policies and practices which oppress, marginalize and ostracize the ONLY foe which really 

threatens them and their Façade—the Caring women, particularly in the upper classes 

This is why the feminists (on the alt-Right and alt-Left) are colluding to disempower the Caring and 

Honorable ‘ladies’ in homes, families, and workplaces through discriminatory norms and practices, 

bullying, hate crimes and other Machiavellian games—exposing yet again how ‘racial’ tension is NOT 

based on ‘race’ differences, but rather a class-struggle between the ‘haves’ and ‘have nots’. In my case-

study of these dynamics in the Institute for Capacity Development (ICD) at the IMF, I demonstrate how 

managerialists, alpha-dominance feminists, minoritists, male supremacists, and affirmative actionists are 

colluding to marginalize, ostracize, and destroy ANYONE who challenges their efforts to maintain the 

status quo of widespread corruption and predatory business practices in banking systems and financial 

markets across the globe. The ‘whys and wherefores’ of my ‘Beef’ with the IMF’s external policies and 

practices is explained in my letter to IMF Executive Directors, 2016 blogs, as well as recent Youtube 

videos, and letters to ICD managers. Unfortunately, for IMF staffers, their ‘ignore her ‘til she goes away’ 

game with me in response, is implicating everyone in violations under RICO and FCPA—for which they 

are facing seizure of all their assets, prison time, and/or expulsion from the country.     

What is telling in my 2 case-studies of “Bullying in the Workplace at the IMF,” is that the tactics and 

‘games’ of staffers are exactly the same as their spouses, who are ONLY interested in Cashing In on the 

influx of taxpayer’s and shareholder’s monies investors, capital venturists and other ‘players’ are injecting 

into the ‘development’ community, technology industries, and urban/industrialists, whose ‘Invisible 

Hand’ guiding them is Corruption, Corporate Greed, and Narcissistic and Amoral social-climbers. Not 

only is there a concentration of power by managerialists, minoritists, alpha-dominance feminists, 

extremists on the Right and Left, and affirmative actionists in the IMF, World Bank, and UN in order to 

maintain a global status quo of Corruption, Violence, and Oppression. But, their spouses and off-spring 

are just as guilty of seeking to Cash In on the CON-JOB in the ‘Swamp’ as well as the ‘Land of Wealth 

and Opportunity’—aka the ‘American Dream’ as their spouses and X Gen children.   

As I demonstrate with efforts to create Global Expats, as well as my BEHAVIOR and ACTIONS, 

foreigners living, working, or travelling to other countries have an elevated responsibility to be 

upstanding and law-abiding citizens, instead of profiting from the ‘protection’ of corporations and 

‘diplomatic immunity’—which they interpret to mean puts them above the Law. And, since the legal 

community is ‘Out to Lunch’, and in fact in bed with all the Con-Artists, they are Above the Law, and 

greatly angering victims with the Injustice of the situation. It is well documented in academic literature on 

expatriated families, that it is the elevated salaries and generous benefits which propel families to move 

abroad. And, I know from personal experience in 40 years of ‘globe-trotting’, families from public sectors 

are just as Narcissistic, Psychopathic, and Exploitative as those in private sectors. Case-study after case-

study of people from ALL nationalities and religions clearly demonstrate that social-mobility of 

Narcissistic and Psychopathic ladder-grapplers is HIGHLY detrimental to social orders, and why social 

mobility was traditionally restricted in social orders. However, the solution does not lie in preventing 

social mobility, but rather drastic reform in socialization and educational systems, which encourage 

FUNCTIONAL social orders, instead of DYSFUNCTIONAL and ABUSIVE social orders—as is 

currently the case.   

All of the Managerialist MBAs and PhDs which have risen to power in the past 50 years in Washington 

have thoroughly embraced the exploitative, predatory and oppressive ideologies of the 1980s and ‘Golden 

Age’ under the tutelage of social-climbing, Hollywood starlet, Nancy Reagan, as well as the ‘party-hardy’ 

cocaine-snorting preppies and yuppies. The REAL strength of the American People and their ability to 

Persevere is based on the Work Ethic of the early Puritans and Quakers who founded the Original 

https://warondomesticterrorism.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Letter-to-IMF-Executive-Directors-Impending-Financial-Collapse-and-IMFs-Mandate-1.pdf
https://warondomesticterrorism.com/category/0-table-of-contents/
https://studio.youtube.com/channel/UCoDE1eePkqcpa90cnyzV5Qg/playlists
https://studio.youtube.com/channel/UCoDE1eePkqcpa90cnyzV5Qg/playlists
https://quenby.wordpress.com/
https://quenby.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/complaint-to-imf-ethics-committee-quenby-wilcox-1.pdf
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Colonies—and NOT the immigrant populations who followed seeking Opportunity in the Land of ‘Milk 

and Honey’, which they interpreted to mean exploitation of the Midland Grasslands, and construction of 

the Wild West whose Corruption and Unfair Trade practices were fueled by the ‘Gold Rush’ and 

exploitive mining and drilling in the regions, which began in the 1800s.   

Unfortunately, immigrant populations have just followed the lead of the Robber Barons and Industrialists 

who took over Control of the country in the 1800s, and which continues at present. The past 50-60 years 

in the US, have just been a repeat of the trajectory of the country during its ‘Gilded Age’, and all that 

followed, culminating in the Great Depression of the 1930s. And, when the over-inflated and bailed-out 

financial markets and banking systems collapse again, and all the coffers and ‘bag of tricks’ of the central 

banks, treasury departments, economists, and policy makers are bare, the country will fall into another 

Great Depression, with countries around the world following suit. This will of course escalate poverty, 

hunger, and anger amongst the 90%ers, who pay the price for the Greed, Corruption, and Stupidity of the 

10%ers and 1%ers, who keep bailing themselves out, and shafting the People!    

Unless, some SANITY, along with Manners and Etiquette, al la Emily Post are brought back to 

Washington’s ruling-elite, the city will continue on the same trajectory that led to the American Civil 

War, as well as WWI and WWII. This is why all of the alpha-dominance feminists, and other cabals and 

factions, are SO threatened by my activism work and denouncement of their ideologies and oppressive 

agendas. While there are many actors in academia and workplaces who need to be investigated for 

fomenting chaos and violence—with the list too long to include here—all of the feminist NGOs (ie. 

National Organization for Women (NOW), Feminist Majority Foundation (FMF), Women’s Link 

Worldwide (WLW), etc.) along with domestic violence NGOs (ie. National Coalition Against Domestic 

Violence (NCADV)) and other ‘women’s groups (ie. Federation of American Women Overseas 

(FAWCO), IMF Family Association (IMFFA), World Bank Family Network (WBFN)) need to be 

investigated and held to account for their role in fomenting and inciting corruption, civil unrest, and 

violence in the US, and globally. And, when the ‘House of Cards’ finally collapses, thousands and 

thousands of feminists are going to have to PROVE in Courts that they can “Have It All,” because I know 

for a FACT that THEY and their children are NOT FINE!!!  

Managerialists   

While the alpha-dominance feminists are In Bed with the managerialists in their efforts to become the 

New Masters of the Universe, factions of social-climbing, nouveau-riche managerialists are found 

amongst the different races, ethnic origins, nationalities, religion, sexual orientation, etc, as well. As 

Nancy Isenberg, author of White Trash: The 400-Year Untold History of Class in America points out, the 

American social order has been dominated by the same oppressive and classist traditions of our English 

forefathers (and mothers). Unfortunately, waves of immigrants in the US from around the world have 

imported the respective oppressive norms and customs, into the American social order, and much lauded 

‘American Dream’.    

As I demonstrate in my case-studies of universities and prep schools, concentrated in the East and West 

Coast, the ‘intellectual’ managerialists they are producing are only vying for power and a ‘piece of the 

pie’, and In Bed with the industrialist and corporate interest, rather than producing Egalitarian and 

Honorable work forces and social orders. Universities, as well as think tanks and NGOs, need to be 

investigated and held to account for empowering the various cabals and factions vying for Power, as 

much as employers in public and private sectors. As Jane Mayer, author of Dark Money and Jim Marrs, 

author of The Rise of the Fourth Reich, explain, in the 1960s the Koch Bros. and ‘Friends’ decided that 

the advances made during the ‘Civil Rights movement of the 1950s, ‘60s, and into the ‘80s simply ‘would 
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not do’. And, part of their ‘Gold Finger’ Plan to ‘take back America’ included inundating Washington 

with think tanks and NGOs, that would impart their ideologies and agendas into the American social 

order. As these Industrialists understood, IDEAS MATTER! And, the best way to produce Chaos and 

Anarchy is to inundate the social order with Cacophony and Disaccord between the different factions—

and think tanks and fraudulent NGOs are a perfect vehicle with which to achieve this Objective.  

And, as Chris Hedges explains in his book, The Death of the Liberal Class, the liberals (libertine wolves 

in sheep clothing) sold their souls in the 1980s. And, instead of combating the alt-Right with Constructive 

debate and Action, jumped on the Cacophony bandwagon with alt-Left ideologies, and think tanks, NGOs 

and foundations of their own! Washington, and the entire country, are without Leadership and Direction, 

because EVERYONE wants to be Chief. But, NO ONE wants to do any REAL work. From top to 

bottom, ‘chiefs’ want to sit around on the phones and schmooze, while barking orders and making their 

underlings run around like chickens with their heads cut off, while they bow and scrap to all of the over-

inflated egos. The city in its entirety, and everyone in it, are exclusively dedicated to Cashing In on the 

biggest Con-Job ever perpetrated on the American people, and world, with Mandevillian ideologies to 

justify the entire MESS!  

The ‘zipper’ problems of all the ‘big-wigs’ and lecherous old men in the cesspool was bad in the 1980s 

when I was still considered ‘fresh meat’. But, it was NOTHING compared to what it is at present, with 

the situation getting worse and worse each passing year. And, since the feminists have started to go on the 

attack in the past few years with sexual harassment litigation (ie. cases against DSK, Ailes, Weinstein, 

Epstein, Cuomo…) to ‘topple’ the men, power-hungry feminists are becoming more and more powerful 

and oppressive. I go into the ‘whys and wherefores’ in my blog series for Prince Andrew, and allegations 

against him by Virginia Guiffre in the Epstein scandal.  

In 1941, American philosopher, James Burnham explained that Managerialism, NOT communism versus 

capitalism was the REAL problem facing the US. Unfortunately, the Powers That Be were faced with a 

Conflict of Interest, and instead of acknowledging, and seeking public policy solutions; attention was 

deflected with a Witch-hunt against Communism with the ‘Red Scare’. While I have never gotten a 

cohesive or logical explanation as to What the specific dangers Communism (under the ideologies of Karl 

Marx) posed to the world by all the extremists I know. But, the alt-Right Republicans, particularly my 

mother, would SWEAR on the Bible that ‘Communism’ is EVIL, without ever being able to explain 

exactly WHY! Just like with my own ideological construct for a New Civil Rights movement, NO ONE 

will ever engage me in Intelligent or Informed discussion or debate. All they do it repeat and repeat 

themselves, scream and yell, and/or tell me ‘Shut Up Stupid’, because they know if they engage in any 

REAL discussion, I will chew them up and spit them out!  

If one looks beyond the faulty rhetoric and propaganda surrounding Communism versus Capitalism, it 

becomes clear that in Reality these two ‘philosophies’ are not so different in practice—nor are Karl 

Marx’s and Adam Smith’s premises and logic incongruous or contradictory. The only real difference 

between the two is that under Communism, governments (aka the state) decide on the allocation of 

resources, while under Capitalism, allocation of resources are decided by ‘free markets’, and based on 

‘supply and demand’ of consumers and producers. Marx, like so many other philosophers and 

theologians, has had his ideas and work misused and convoluted by Narcissists and Psychopaths seeking 

justification for their efforts to ‘Rule the Roost’. Marx is considered the Father of social sciences, and 

policy makers and ‘leaders’ would do well to start examining ALL of the social sciences and their 

trajectories of the past centuries, as I have, in getting a holistic picture of what is going on under their 

noses, instead of more and more ‘experts’ with over inflated egos convoluting the ‘Soup’.  

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/princes-andrew-bbc-interview-train-wreck-pawn-scapegoat-quenby-wilcox/
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One of the fundamental problems with Adam Smith was that his ideologies were based on a utopian 

conceptualization of social orders. In fact, Bernard Mandeville puts Smith’s ideologies into a more 

realistic perspective of modern urban areas where decadence, hedonism, and criminality is viewed as an 

unavoidable consequence of communal living. However, this is only true because ‘modern’ social orders 

are based on faulty, abusive, and oppressive ‘spare the rod, spoil the child’ child-rearing customs and 

norms; and in the process produce the Narcissists and Psychopaths, who live by Machiavellian customs 

and norm. Unfortunately, these norms produce social orders whose ‘demands’ are based on ‘needs’ which 

are counter-productive and self-destructive to the individual, as much as the entire social order and their 

economies. The final stages that Marx theorizes Industrial societies will go through, after their decay and 

self-destruction, resembles that of primitive social orders, with barter trade and collective property of 

communities. That does not mean that Marx was ADVOCATING for such a situation, just that it would 

occur given the trajectory of social orders and economies under predatory and oppressive regimes and 

ideologies.   

Mandevillian economics contends that it does not matter what jobs are produced, only that jobs are 

produced in order to turn the wheels of ‘well-functioning’ economies; pointing out that prostitute and 

drug-pushers produce commerce and jobs. The prevailing policies and practices, as well as ideologies of 

the economists in power, do NOT take into consideration the Morality and Sustainability of what they are 

promoting and advocating. In order to have a continual supply of prostitutes and whores, they need to be 

‘groomed’ and taught while they are very young to complacently and willingly ‘service’ the men. And, is 

why pedophilia and incest have been such taboo subjects in Christian, as much as Jewish and Muslim 

social orders. And, in the case of drug-pushers, which of course need a continual supply of drug-addicts 

(to sugar, tobacco, alcohol, marijuana, cocaine, opioids, pharmaceutical pills, etc.). And, in order to 

provide those addicts for economies, it is important that abusive and oppressive norms within homes, 

families, and social orders be maintained.  

Another problem with Mandevillian economics is that Narcissists and Psychopaths are so filled with 

inner-conflict, self-hate, and various pathologies (eg. Munchausen by proxy, hysteria, etc.) that they need 

a steady supply of outside stimulus and possess an insatiable desire to acquire commodities and 

‘things’—including people in their lives. They also have an insatiable need for the adrenaline highs they 

receive from manipulating and controlling others to fill their empty and pointless lives. And, this is why 

they become SO jealous and vindictive when surrounded by people more industrious or intelligent than 

they. It is also why these ‘terrorist cells’ are so willing, and even eager, to collude in the destruction of 

anyone who threatens the Façade and Allure of Respectability and Civilization that they work SO HARD 

to maintain with their ‘charity work’ and ‘luxury living’. As Twenge and Campbell explain in their book, 

The Narcissism Epidemic, the Entitled, Narcissists (and their Entitled offspring) are incapable of dealing 

with ANY kind of REAL challenge or problem, so they just play the ‘ignore them ‘til they go away 

games’, hoping that ‘problems’ will miraculously disappear. Unfortunately, the Realities of the world DO 

NOT miraculously ‘solve themselves’ because we ‘wish them’ or ‘pray them’ into Being.   

As Daniel Goleman points out in his book, Working with Emotional Intelligence, it is NOT those who 

excel academically; but rather those with higher levels of empathy, and capable of understanding other 

viewpoints and perspectives, as well as adept at Reading people, who are TRULY successful in their lives 

and endeavors. 90% of communication is non-verbal, with alpha-males particularly negligent and 

incapable of understanding the ‘under world’ of women, be they alpha-dominance feminists or the caring, 

women in the community. This is why TRUE Equality and Liberation of women (as much as men) will 

ONLY be achieved when the ‘social world’ that women Control and Rule (for Good or Evil) is given the 

Attention that it Merits.  
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It does not require that one be an Einstein to understand that a Narcissistic and Psychopathic ruling-elite, 

that just want to sit around doing as little as possible, living off of the hard work of others, while taking 

all of the credit—is COUNTER-PRODUCTIVE to Social Orders, as well as their Economies. This FACT 

begs the question of why adherents to Reaganomics ‘trickle-down’ are at the same time participants, 

supporters and enablers of the ‘Narcissism Epidemic’ begun in the cocaine-snorting 1980s. The urban 

Afro-American community’s drug of choice became ‘crack cocaine’ back then, and why the American 

government, and its ‘experts’ deemed it more dangerous and deadly than powder cocaine. This policy 

enabled the ‘New Jim Crow’ and incarceration of 90% of black, urban black men in the US, while making 

light of the same problem amongst the upper-crust, predominately white community, as well as justifying 

increased funding and armament for ‘security’ forces to protect them and their families.  

These are just a few of the many examples of how, and why, Mandevillian economics is 

UNSUSTAINBLE and SELF-DESTRUCTIVE. So. it also begs the question, of why, with all 

EVIDENCE to the contrary, the development community is spending untold millions of taxpayers and 

shareholders money, to promote their much lauded Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). As 

PROVEN a Narcissistic and Psychopathic ‘Invisible Hand’ guiding its ‘trickle-down’ distribution of 

wealth will INCREASES INCOME INEQUALITY, rather than ‘spreading the wealth’ equitably amongst 

the lower classes. A communist class-less society is as counter-productive and unsustainable as a rigidly 

structured ‘capitalist’ one, where great dichotomy between the rich and poor exist. 

This paradigm ALSO creates greater civil strife and unrest between the classes, with the middle class (a 

country’s ‘meat and potatoes’ in tax revenues) shrinking, while at the same time providing ‘welfare’ 

policies for the rich; as well as the poor, so that the rich can Appear charitable, caring and civilized. It is 

well documented in the development community that ‘charity’ based structures only serve to perpetuate 

poverty in a social order. So, it begs the question why this same community is contributing to and 

supporting these structures and paradigms at present?!  

The teachings, writings, and messages of the Bible, Torah and Koran are contradictory to the principles 

and ideologies of Mandevillian economics, as much as the Machiavellian dictates which guide it. 

However, since the leaders and ‘experts’ in the many factions and sects these documents have produced 

in the past 2000 years, are plagued with the same hypocritical Narcissists and Psychopaths seeking ‘fame 

and fortune’, as in other institutions and communities; their True words and meaning have been twisted 

and manipulated over the generations. Instead of imparting a Moral authority of ‘do on to others, as you 

would have them do unto you’, religious institutions have squabbled, fought wars, and committed great 

atrocities in the name of ‘God’ and Truth. And, why the ‘Power Over’, and ‘Dominate or be Dominated’ 

paradigm in the East and West has created more and more religious institutions, and division within their 

own followers, during their histories, instead of IMPLEMENTATION of the original dictates and 

doctrines of their Founders. The secular human rights community has just followed the same trajectory of 

the religious human rights communities of the past.    

As seen time and time again, with the ‘learned intellects’, all of the ‘book learning’ in the world does 

NOT make people ‘Smart’ or ‘Informed’. Instead, providing educational opportunities to the Narcissists 

and Psychopaths, particularly higher education, is at its best a WASTE of money, resources and time. 

And, at its worst—and the case in the situation at hand—is like putting a chain-saw in the hands of a 

mass-murderer. The ‘rote’ educational system, which ONLY teaches students to memorize and 

regurgitate information on tests, is doing MUCH DAMAGE to work places, as much as social orders. Not 

only are these systems producing work forces that are Negligent in 70-90% of the cases. But, they are 

inflating already over-inflated egos, reinforcing their totally UNMERITED ideas of ‘importance’ and 

‘superior intellect’. This group has further been empowered, in urban centers particularly, with high-
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paying, ‘cushy’ jobs in ‘professions’ whose objective is to milk consumers and citizens of their hard-

earned money, while social media and publicity campaigns espouse lies, disinformation and propaganda 

to ‘legitimize’ the CON-JOB, and ‘launder’ its profits.  

However, deep down these Machiavellian ‘game-players’ know that they are NOT ‘God’s gift to the 

World’. And, therefore they are threatened by anyone more competent and/or intelligent than they, and 

afraid that their mediocrity and incompetence will be exposed to others. EVERYONE lives in some 

fantasy land that each one constructs for themselves with their lies, biases and pathologies—and why 

‘mental disorders’ is such a common phenomenon amongst them. This is why they target those that 

threaten them with bullying and ‘gas lighting’ tactics, as well as ostracize them from labor markets and 

workplaces, and marginalize them from society. It is also why in labor markets plagued with cronyism 

and nepotism practices and policies of 85%, negligence rates are at 70-90%! Unfortunately, for all of the 

Narcissists and Psychopaths who have grappled up the ‘ladder of success’ with diplomas and ‘certificates’ 

for which they have paid top money, they have become implicated in ‘protection rackets’ within the 

corporate world, government agencies and international development community. Which is in CLEAR 

violation of RICO and FCPA, as well as collusion to subvert the US Constitution.  

The quantity of money and time that is being wasted for ‘learned’ people to sit around gossiping (aka 

‘opining’) and schmoozing is CRIMINAL. The ‘American Dream’ role model that has been provided to 

the world for the past 50 years (if not 200+) is one of being Fat, Lazy and Stupid or Anorexic, Lazy and 

Stupid, and above all Narcissistic and Psychopathic. The US and its American Dream of Integrity, Honor, 

Hard-work, and Honest pay for an Honest day’s work, and where ‘ladies’ were Ladies and ‘gentlemen’ 

were Gentlemen of the Puritans and Quakers is DEAD and BURIED. And, the ones who Murdered it 

were the Industrialists, Technocrats, and Imperialists who are too busy seeking to become the New 

Masters of the Universe to care about the consequences of their actions.  

The fact that the American ruling-elite and government is just seeking to replace the British Empire and 

its predatory, exploitative and oppressive traditions and customs DOES provide justification for a 

Dissolution of the American government. I, myself have been calling for its Dissolution since Trump 

became President. And, my position has NOT CHANGED with the entry of Joe Biden and Pamela Harris 

into the White House, as they will be NO different than the Obama/Biden Presidency, which Sold Out the 

American People, just like their Democratic predecessors. My ONLY defense with Europeans for the past 

40 years, when they criticize American politicians and ‘leaders’, is that the Europeans are just as bad, if 

NOT WORSE!—to which they would always  have to avow, “Touché”!!   

Minoritists and Affirmative Actionist 

Affirmative Action ideologies, as well as policies and practices have been totally embraced by ALL of the 

‘Minority’ groups in their efforts to replace old-guard, white male-supremacists as the New ‘Masters of 

the Universe’. But, since these groups are just as Narcissistic and Psychopathic as the ‘old-guard’ whites 

with whom they are vying for power, they have been highly destructive and detrimental to the American 

social order. Critics of these policies are vindicated, when one actually examines the results of over a 

century of Affirmative Action by ladder-grapplers seeking ‘fame and fortune’ and to ‘Keep up with the 

Jones’ in consumption, consumption, consumption, as well as over-indebtedness and self-destructive 

behavior.  

For example, the criticism that affirmative action replaces old wrongs with new wrongs, is CORRECT 

and demonstrated time and time again in case-studies. It is also demonstrated in the manner in which 

corrupt and discriminatory court systems are targeting poor black and brown men under penal codes, and 

white, supremacists laws designed to oppress and marginalize them with the ‘New Jim Crow’. The other 

Cost%20of%20Corruption:%20Open%20Letter%20to%20President,%20Barak%20Obama,%209/11%20was%20the%201st%20Worst%20Day%20in%20America,%2011/9%20Was%20the%202nd%20Worst%20Day!
Cost%20of%20Corruption:%20Open%20Letter%20to%20President,%20Barak%20Obama,%209/11%20was%20the%201st%20Worst%20Day%20in%20America,%2011/9%20Was%20the%202nd%20Worst%20Day!
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group being targeted and marginalized by courts and discriminatory hiring practices are homemaker 

seeking to ‘opt-in’, particularly targeting ‘upper-crust’ unprotected ‘deposed, trophy-wives’ who are 

MORE qualified and skilled than all too many in workplaces filled with 70-90% Negligence rates. The 

alpha-dominance feminists have only reinforced and perpetuated the misogynistic and discriminatory 

ideologies of male-supremacists about women’s importance in the family, home and marriage, with HR 

‘professionals’ having propagated it through their hiring and promotional practices, which favor 

minorities and ‘fresh meat’.    

It is also true that it encourages individuals to identify themselves as disadvantaged, even if they are not, 

as well as increasing racial tension and hate crimes from each side. I have literally been told to my face, 

that ALL of the hate crimes to which I have been victim in the past 15 years, in courts as well as 

workplaces and group homes in DC, are JUSTIFIABLE as it is payback for centuries of injustices by the 

whites. And, since the legal community adheres to the beliefs and ideologies which justify reverse 

discrimination, I have NO recourse for all of the many, many torts against me. As seen, all of these 

practices and policies have undermined the Puritan Work Ethic in the US, and is slowly but surely turning 

the country into a Third World country, plagued with perpetual poverty and hunger amongst the poor, and 

hedonism, corruption, greed, and insatiable consumption amongst the rich.   

My grandfather was the 1st white man to successfully defend a black man in the ‘Deep South’ in 1910 in 

Buter, Alabama. And, Congressman George Taylor (D-AL) was so impressed by his argumentation that 

he brought him to DC to work in intelligence work for the American government. He eventually became 

involved in subversive activity, and ‘retired’ to raise a family in Florida. 1910 was the same year that the 

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) was formed, under the 

affirmative action ideologies of W. E. B. Dubois—who was at odds with Booker T. Washington and his 

belief that affirmative action would be detrimental and counter-productive to ‘colored’ people. Time has 

shown that Washington was correct in his assessment of the situation. But, too many Minoritists are 

making too much money, and gaining too much power, for anyone to revisit ‘Affirmative Action’ policies 

and practices.   

I often wonder what the trajectory of the US would have been in the past century, if the Afro-American 

community had taken an interest in my grandfather’s case and argumentation, instead of an oppressive 

and warmongering American government. I also often wonder what the trajectory of the US would have 

been if Founding Father John Dickinson had prevailed in preventing war, instead of falling into Disfavor 

and Ostracized after he refused to sign the Declaration of Independence. Or, what would have been the 

trajectory of England, and the British Empire, if Queen Elizabeth I and British Parliament had heeded the 

words of clergy man, Thomas Wilcox (co-author to “Admonitions to Parliament”, aka ‘Puritan 

Manifesto’, 1571). Or, what would have been the trajectory of the British Crown, which by the 1600s  

had experienced their own ‘revolution’ during the reign of Charles I, giving rise to the Magna Carta, if 

they had heeded the words of another Thomas Wilcox (1621-1687), with his publication of “A choice 

drop of honey Out of the rock Christ” and other works?  

Conclusion 

It does little good to speculate on the past, and how the Intransigency of the Narcissists and Psychopaths 

in Power seeking to Dominate and Control others has ended in bloodshed and great destruction time and 

time again. However, if one does not look to the past to LEARN from its mistakes, they will keep 

repeating and repeating and repeating them. Police officers, as much as other security actors, have as 

much Responsibility to be INFORMED as to what their government is doing, and ANY illegal or 

immoral activity in which they are involved, as any other citizen. However, by virtue of the FACT that 
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they are charged with protecting government officials, who are CLEARLY involved in CLEARLY 

ILLEGAL activity; their Responsibility is more elevated, and when the Nuremberg Trials II begin, they 

will be held under the same standards as those they have been protecting.   

While I cannot, and will not, EVER advocate for, or participate in ANY violence, NO MATTER, how 

much the Narcissists and Psychopaths in power try to incite me to it with their STUPID Machiavellian 

games. I can ASSURE those in Power seeking to Empower all of the various factions in the cesspool, 

who are seeking Dominance, Control, and Wealth for themselves. Great Violence and Bloodshed will 

eventually come to the city, as well as country and planet, if the FAILED ‘War on Drugs’ is NOT 

stopped, and court systems are NOT CLEANED-UP! This is NOT A THREAT, BUT STATEMENT OF 

FACT, GIVEN THE EVIDENCE, which NO ONE wants to look at!!  

You yourself have now been targeted in a witch-hunt to allocate Blame for the consequences of 

Congress (the Legislative branch) to DO ITS JOB for decades, if not centuries, on end!! And, 

therefore you have the opportunity to Use your situation to expose the REALITY of what is going on in 

Washington to the press (and the courts, if you are ever lucky enough to find a lawyer with the BRAINS 

and BALLS to take on the cases). As all of the ladies who have been victims of court corruption and legal 

abuse can attest, finding a lawyer who Understands something about the Law and the Rights of People is 

liking finding Prince Charming; you have to kiss a lot of Toads to find you Prince—and in the meantime 

the ‘imposters’ have milked you for all you are worth. As Congresswoman Eleanor Holmes Norton, who 

is in REAL ‘hot water’ with her staffer’s ‘ignore her ‘til she goes away’ game with me in the past decade, 

is VERY MUCH aware of the FACT that advancing the rights of any group needs to be given ‘teeth’ in 

the courts, and not just a bunch of blah-blah of ‘disgruntled’ workers. So, it begs the question of WHY, I 

have NOT gotten ANY support or assistance from her and her staff?!?! 

So, while I may have been nothing more than a Poor, Princess with Her Pea from the ‘Golden Age’ of the 

1980s. I have become a Washington Dowager and Queen Bee, who in her global travels and life 

experiences, now understands what her ‘Pea’ was in what seems several lifetimes ago. While everyone 

else in the interim years has been accumulating useless MBAs and PhDs, or great fortunes through unfair 

trade practices, I have been LIVING and SEEING the World as it TRULY is, instead of some Fantasy 

that nouveau-riche, ladder-grapplers wish to promote! The Bubble that Everyone is living under is going 

to Burst, and security forces in the city, and country, will be on the front line of fire, and amongst 

casualties and number of dead. Quite frankly, that ANYONE in Congress would accuse you, or anyone 

else in Capitol Hill Police of being ‘complicit’ to an Insurrection that THEY are Responsible for creating, 

just exposes the extent to which they are OUT OF CONTROL!   

I invite you to look over ALL of the evidence posted on my activism websites, instead of just filing my 

name, and information about me and my work into ‘some draw to collect dust’, like the other ‘Swamp-

dwellers’. I thank you for your time and consideration, and remain at your disposition to answer any 

questions you might have.  

Sincerely,  

 

Quenby Wilcox  

cc. U.S. Capitol Police Labor Committee 

1320 G Street, S.E. 

Washington, DC 20003 
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